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The words “the Al Azif of the Mad-Poet Abdul Alhazred” are certainly meaningful to 

students of the Cthulhu mythos, but they do not seem to convey much in the way of actual 

information. However, when they are looked at through the lens of early 8th century Arab 

culture they seem to reveal a level of significance that is not readily apparent.∗ 

The Mad Poet   

Sha’ir majnun (ش���اعر مجن���ون) is the Arabic term generally translated as “mad poet”. However, 

in the early Islamic period neither sha’ir nor majnun would be understood as referring to a 

“poet” or “madman” in their modern sense.1 Rather, both terms would have been understood 

in their more archaic sense as referring to an individual who receives supernatural inspiration2 

and who operates under the control (or influence) of an unseen presence3. The term sha’ir 

 ,”meaning “to know” or “to perceive 4(ش����عر) is the active participle of the verb sha’ara (ش���اعر)

and a literal translation of sha’ir is “one who knows”. In its original context the term that we 

now translate as “poet” meant a “possessor of a super-normal knowledge of occult things”.5 

The source of this super-normal knowledge was said to be the jinn (جن) or shayatin 

 .(ش���������ياطين)

The term majnun (مجن���ون) now generally has the connotation of madness or insanity. 

However, in the early Islamic period, it referred to a person possessed by jinn (جن). To 

illustrate this one merely needs to note that in all of the many Muslim defenses against the 

accusation that Muhammad was majnun, there is not a single defense of his sanity.6 Rather, 

these defenses always focused on proving that the jinn were not the source of the Qur’anic 

revelation.7  The word majnun is created by attaching “mim” (م) as a personalizing prefix to 

jnun or junun (جن���ون)8  which can refer either to the jinn themselves or the state of “possession 

by jinn”9. However, Dols has suggested that majnun might refer to a fairly wide range of 

altered states of consciousness and ecstatic experiences and uses the phrase “affected or 

inspired by jinn” which seems to capture this broad range better than the term “possession.”10 

                                                           
∗ This article has been adapted from my forthcoming _Alhazret in Cultural Context_ 
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“Poets”, diviners, and sorcerers (as well as victims of pathological-possession) were all 

considered majnun.11 

 Sha’ir majnun seems to be a technical term which developed at a time when at least some 
poets began composing verse without the perceived aid of familiar spirits. Thus the term is 
used to indicate those “poets” that still followed the more archaic tradition of being inspired 
by super-natural agencies within a trance state. However, the tribal role of these “poets” 
should not be thought of as one of simple artistic expression. Their role within Arab tribes 
during the pre-Islamic and early Islamic centuries was essentially shamanic.  Gilbert Rouget 
defines the sha’ir majnun as a “‘poet-soothsayer possessed of the Jinn’ who performed the 
function of prophet or augur”12. There is considerable overlap in role between the poet-
soothsayer and another type of soothsayer called a kahin (كاھن).  In fact, in the earlier periods 
it is difficult to distinguish between the kahin and the sha’ir13.  Both the kahin and the sha’ir 
would function as tribal oracles that would make pronouncements on such matters as settling 
intra-tribal legal disputes,14 when and where to strike camp,15 finding lost or stolen items, 
wandered livestock,16 “launching raids, determination of paternity, and especially dream 
interpretation”17. In addition to prognostications relating to the future, or settling matters in 
the present, they were also consulted for revelations regarding the mysteries of the past18 
 
Zwett comments on this parallel function of the kahin and sha’ir saying that: 
 

“When performing as such, then, each of the best known mantic figures, the kahin and 
the poet (sha’ir), was presumed to be operating under the control of an invisible being 
that communicated directly and privately to him words that he then repeated verbatim 
not as his own but as those of his controlling agent, words that he could not have been 
expected to have produced of his own volition. These words as discourse bore 
witness to their unnatural or paranormal origin not only by their extraordinary content 
and often difficult style but above all by their very linguistic medium: rhymed and 
cadenced periods (saj’) for the kahin, rigorously rhymed and isometric verse (shi’r) for 
the poet...”19 
 

In later times20 there was a distinction drawn between the rhymed and rhythmic verse called 
saj’ (سـجـ����ع) and the carefully metered types of verse referred to as sh’ir (ش����عر). However, it is 
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beyond question that saj’ was originally consider a form of sh’ir21 and that a sha’ir would make 
use of saj’ in his prognostications and incantations22. 
 
However, unlike the kahin the function of the sha’ir was not merely divinatory, and while they 
did serve as oracular channels, they also were spell casters. As Nicolson notes “the poet 
(sha’ir, plural shu’ara), as his name implies, was held to be a person endowed with supernatural 
knowledge, a wizard in league with spirits (jinn) or satans (shayatin) and dependent on them 
for the magical powers which he displayed”23. The poems of these poet-seers were often 
spells24 and poetry itself was considered “legitimate magic” sihr halal (ِسْحر ح���ل).25 The type 
of poem referred to as a hija’ (ھجاء) was considered an extremely lethal form of curse.26 For 
instance, the area of the head called al qafa (القف���������ا) was linked to a form of imprecatory rhyme 
called qafiya (قافي���������ة) that would fatally wound its intended victim’s skull.27 The rhymes of 
these poetic curses were frequently compared to arrows that shot out from the poet 
magically attacking their intended victim. 28 Their poem-spells were not limited to aggressive 
magic and the words of the sha’ir could bestow blessings as well as harm. Indeed, their aid was 
often sought as a healer. Macdonald has suggested that the role of the sha’ir as healer was 
linked to his ability to find lost or stolen objects, in that he may be able to recover lost or 
stolen “health”29. This would seem to suggest that something strongly akin to soul-retrieval 
was an important part of the sha’ir’s repertoire.    
 
All this can be taken together to get a good picture of the role of the sha’ir majnun in ancient 
Arab tribal culture. They were diviners, healers, mediators of tribal disputes, cursers, and 
bestowers of magical blessings, who would operate in a trance-state with the aid of their 
tutelary-spirits. The sha’ir was also the primary preserver of tribal history and lore. Clearly, 
the role of the sha’ir majnun was essentially that of the shaman.  Shamanic songs or chants 
often make careful use of rhythm and assonance or rhyme, and the close connection between 
the role of poet and shaman is by no means a uniquely Arab phenomenon.30 Like shamans of 
other cultures, the sha’ir usually did not choose his role, rather he was chosen by the spirits 
themselves. If necessary these jinn spirits would use “physical force to make him the poet of 
his tribe.”31 These experiences were perceived as real attacks and often resembled the 
initiatory death-experience of shamans from other areas. Andre describes them this way: 
 

 “The Arabian poet was thrown to the ground by a jinni... To the bystander the 
attack appears as a falling to the ground, where the victim writhes in cramps, as if he 
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were struck by an invisible hand. But the victim himself experiences the spell as a literal 
attack, in which something frequently chokes or crushes him like a demon. At times he 
imagines that his body is cut into pieces or pierced.”32 

 
The theme of being choked by the invisible hand of the jinn is also encountered frequently in 
some Arabic texts on magic.33 It is worth pointing out that Abdul Alhazred34  mentions that 
the unseen Old Ones35 can choke or strike with an invisible hand just as mentioned in the 
quote above36. Likewise, the theme of dismemberment by invisible demons is also 
encountered with respect to Alhazred. Robert M. Price has concluded that the account of 
Alhazred “being seized by an invisible monster in broad daylight and devoured horribly” is 
actually a description of Alhazred’s poetic call.37 It thus represents Alhazred’s initiatory-
death experience rather than his physical death. It would seem that Price is almost certainly 
correct, considering that the experience of being seized and dismembered by an invisible 
monster is quite typical of the initiatory call of the “mad poets” (and to some extent shamans 
generally). That Alhazred experienced his violent poetic call in front of many witnesses 
doesn’t seem to have been particularly unusual (cf. Hassan ibn Thabit حس���ان ب����ن ثاب��������ت).38 
After this initiatory experience the tutelary jinn spirit was said to be the poet’s constant 
unseen “companion” or qarin (ق������رين).39 
 

Abdul Alhazred 
A great deal has been said about the supposedly problematic nature of the name “Abdul 

Alhazred”.40 Given that Abdul Alhazred is supposed to be a transliteration of a medieval 

Arabic name (or nom de plume) some corruption is to be expected, as is the case with 

Averroes, Avicenna, or Abulcasis etc.  In this context, the name would actually seem to have 

survived the latinization process surprisingly intact.  

The only gross corruption is simply the duplication of the definite article, which is obviously a 

very minor and easily explainable error. This leaves us with Abd Alhazred. Abd (عب����د) is a 

relatively common Arabic name meaning “servent” or “slave”41 and is closely related to the 

verb abad (عب����د) meaning to “worship” or “serve”.42Alhazred is easily recognizable as a 

transliteration of Alhazret (الحض�����رت).43 The prefix “al” (الـ���) is the Arabic definite article and 

is equivalent to the word “the” in English. The word hazret (حض���رت)44 means “presence”45 
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and is derived from the Arabic root hazar (حض���ر) meaning “to be present”46 or “was/ became 

present”.47 So Abd Alhazret (عب����د الحض�����رت) means “Slave of the Presence”. 

The name “Slave of the Presence” would seem to imply “a person operating under the 

control of an unseen presence” and would certainly seem to be an appropriate name for a 

sha’ir majnun living in the late 7th or early 8th century.  

The objection that Alhazret is not an orthodox Islamic name does not merit serious 

consideration. 48 Furthermore, the exact nature of the “presence” in the name “Slave of the 

Presence” is ambiguous; leaving room for a relatively orthodox interpretation.49 The liminality 

of the name accords perfectly with the description of Alhazred as an “indifferent Muslim” 

(someone who would feign orthodoxy only to the extent needed). 

While a relatively orthodox interpretation is possible, for our Mad Poet the true meaning of 

“Slave of the Presence” would have been that he operated under the influence of an unseen 

Jinn-spirit that inspired his poetry and empowered his incantations.  

 

Al ‘Azif 
As explained above, the ability of the sha’ir majnun to function in his role was dependent on 

his ability to hear the “voice of the jinn”, which was referred to as ‘azif (ع����زيف) or ‘azf (عزف).50 

It is known that many early Arab poets would venture into the desert or other desolate and 

lonely places where they would listen to this ‘azif.51 Many of the words derived from this same 

triconsonantal root52 were directly related to the activities of these “mad poets”. Like the 

shamans of many cultures, the sha’ir majnun would enter an altered state of consciousness 

with the aid of musical instruments53 and the jinn were conjured by means of music.54  Such 

musical instruments are referred to in Arabic as ‘azaf (عزاف). 55  Another term for such 

instruments was ma’azif ( ََمَعاِزف),56 which is simply the plural form of ‘azif,57and the act of 

calling-forth the jinn was referred to as ta’zif (تع�����زف).58 Once this trance-state was entered, 

and the jinn were called, the poet would have been able to hear the ‘azif or “voice of the 

jinn”.59 Generally, the sha’ir would create his poetic compositions by repeating or 
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transcribing this voice.  These compositions would often be “sung with the accompaniment of 

a stringed instrument” (‘azf  عزف),60 either by the poet himself or by his reciter.61 This type of 

performance was so common that there is actually an instrument named “the poet’s viol.”62 It is 

interesting that these linguistically related terms (‘azif, ‘azaf, ma’azif, ta’zif, and ‘azf) would also 

nexus closely around the activities of the Arabian “mad poets” 

Al-‘azif  (الع�������زيف), the voice of the jinn, was perceived as an ominous humming sound63. Such 
a humming sound appears to have been commonly heard by the mantic practitioners of 
ancient Arabia. Ibn Khaldun (اب����ن خل���دون) has a discussion of prophecy and soothsaying in his 
_Muqaddima_ (مقّدمة). Khaldun admits that prophecy and soothsaying are essentially the 
same type of phenomena with the former simply being the purer channel of transmission.  
Khaldun discusses the humming sound heard by the Arabian mantic practitioner saying that 
he “hears a humming sound, as though it were a suggestion of speech, from which he may take 
the sense which has been brought to him, and the humming sound does not cease until he has 
retained it and understood it.”64 It would appear that the humming heard in the trance-state 
(‘azif) undergoes a sort of internal translation process by which the sound becomes 
understood as a concrete message. Similar phenomena are documented in the literature on 
ecstatic states from around the globe65. 
 
Given how their compositions were attributed to the voice of the jinn, and how the عزف root 

was closely related to so many of the activities of the sha’ir majnun, it seems natural that a 

“mad poet” might choose a title like _kitab al ‘azif_( كت������اب الع�������زيف) for his magnum opus.  

As a final note on al ‘azif, there are two mild misconceptions which can be succinctly 
addressed. There is a widespread belief that the ominous humming sound heard in the desert 
(‘azif) is a noise made by nocturnal insects. This belief traces to a note by Samuel Henley 
in_ The History of the Caliph Vathek_.66 However, Henley is wrong about the source of 
this noise.  It is in fact a sonic effect created by the vibration of silica sand in certain 
atmospheric conditions and is usually triggered by the wind (although walking near the crest 
of certain sand dunes can also trigger it).67  To the best of my knowledge, the idea that the 
humming of this desert ‘azif was caused by insects is a modern Western notion. It appears to 
be totally absent from Arab sources.  Rather Arab sources tend to either posit a 
supernatural origin or they correctly identify the true source of the sound. For instance, in 
the 8th century Al-Asma'i (ا>ص�����معي) suggested that the sound was caused by a friction or 
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falling of sand particles,  which was triggered by the wind.68 Several scholars and esoterists69  
have speculated about the significance of al ‘azif being a buzzing or humming sound based on 
the belief that it is an insect noise. As it would happen, al ‘azif  -is- a buzzing or humming 
sound, but in the one case it is caused by entrance into a trance-state and in the other it is 
caused by vibrating sand. Surely this is a peculiar but fortuitous synchronicity. 
 
William J. Hamblin and Pierre Crapon de Caprona are both noted scholars and have 
contributed valuable studies on the mythos. However, both appear to have conflated the 
term al-azif (ا=زف ) with al-‘azif (الع�������زيف). The word azif  (ازف) means “approach” or “come 
suddenly”70 but ‘azif (ع����زيف) refers to the “voice of the jinn”. William Hablin suggested that 
“Kitab al azif” can be translated as “book of the Approacher”71clearly indicating that he has 
ا=زف“  in mind. Likewise, Pierre Crapon de Caprona notes that al azif means “the ”كت������اب 
coming” and has a distinctly eschatological or apocalyptic feel, as its feminine adjectival form 
al azifa (ا<زف�����ة) is an extremely common term for “the coming (day)”, meaning the end of the 
world.72  However, the words azif and ‘azif are near homophones and any Arab poet 
discussing the jinn, and exploring apocalyptic themes, would surely be tempted to exploit this 
fact.  So, while the two words are essentially unrelated, the apocalyptic connotations of azif 
could certainly be -poetically- extended to ‘azif . 

Conclusion: 
We have seen that both the term sha’ir and the term majnun refer to a person who operates 
under the influence of an unseen presence. Majnun means “possessed of the jinn”, and can 
refer to numerous phenomena and cultural roles. The sha’ir is the “knower (of occult things)”, 
and was a poet-shaman whose incantatory verses were inspired and empowered by his 
unseen tutelary spirit. The name “Abd Alhazret” means “Slave of the Presence” in Arabic. 
This name also seems to imply a person operating under the control of an unseen influence.73 
It would appear to be a fitting name for a sha’ir majnun, and the “presence” would (in this 
context at least) be the qarin, the constant but unseen “companion” who acts as the sha’ir’s 
tutelary jinn. This spirit would provide special privileged knowledge to the mad poet. These 
privately perceived communications from this unseen presence were sometimes called al-‘azif.   
 
And thus we perhaps gain insight into the possible esoteric significance of the “Al-Azif of 
the Mad-Poet Abdul Alhazred” . . .  
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